GIDON DWARD CH

2817 W Glenwood Ave
TI Title 1 chool Plan | 2020 - 2021

VIION FOR LARNING
At dward Gideon, we will work collaorativel with the communit and stakeholders to provide
skills and resources for our families to ecome e ective leaders, engaged citizens and life long
learners.

TRING COMMITT
Name

Position

uilding/Group

hauneille

Principal

Gideon chool

hariln Clark

Math Content pecialist/Teacher Leader

Gideon chool

Lavonne Weaver

Literac Content pecialist/Teacher Leader

Gideon chool

Jean Pierre Forte

chool-ased Climate Representative

Gideon chool

Wanda Kemp

Parent

Parent

Gregor Wright

Communit memer

Maors Office of
ducation

llen chultz

usiness partner

Fairmount Waterworks

Nina Fonseca

Planning and vidence-ased upport (PO)

DP

Talor

memer
Ashle Renolds

pecial ducation Case Manager

DP

Mariangeli

Network Attendance Coach

DP

teven chaefer

Grants Compliance Monitor

DP

Jennifer Nearn

Central Office Talent Partner

DP

Felicia rown

Network arl Literac/Literac Director

DP

Nihessah

Network Professional Learning pecialist

DP

Prevention and Intervention Liaison

DP

Diodanet

Almond
Jami Williams

TALIHD PRIORITI
Priorit tatement

Outcome
Categor

Implement an evidence-ased sstem of schoolwide positive ehavior

Regular

interventions and supports. *This essential practice should onl e
considered for schools that have een selected and trained as a "PI

Attendance

chool" through the Office of udent upport ervices.

chool
climate and
culture
Career
tandards
enchmark

Provide frequent, timel, and sstematic feedack and support on

arl

instructional practices

Literac
Mathematics
Career
tandards
enchmark

Identif and address individual student learning needs

Mathematics
nglish
Language
Arts
Career
tandards
enchmark

ACTION PLAN AND TP
vidence-ased trateg
Positive ehavioral Interventions and upports (PI)
Measurale Goals
Goal Nickname

Measurale Goal tatement (mart Goal)

95% Attendance

At least ___% of students will attend school 95% of das or
more.

Out of chool
uspensions

At least ___% of students will have zero out-of-school
suspensions (100% of K-2 will have zero-out-of-school
suspensions).

Action tep

Anticipated
tart/Completion

Lead Person/Position

Materials/Resources/upports
Needed

Develop PI

09/01/2020 -

Climate Manager,

chedule

action plan ased
on data

06/30/2021

PCM, and
Counselor

Train all staff and

09/01/2020 -

PI Facilitator &

students on PI

06/30/2021

Climate Manager

Implement regular

09/01/2020 -

Climate Manager

Checklist

PI fidelit
checks

06/30/2021

Regularl monitor

09/01/2020 -

PI Facilitator &

chedule

Tier I data

06/30/2021

Climate Manager

None

Anticipated Outcome
tudents are working independentl without incident e.g. walking out of class, disrupting
other students from working, leaving their seats and roving the class without permission, etc.
Monitoring/valuation
We will work with our PI coach and PO person to ensure that the actions steps are
implemented with delit.

vidence-ased trateg
CICO
Measurale Goals
Goal Nickname

Measurale Goal tatement (mart Goal)

95% Attendance

At least ___% of students will attend school 95% of das or

Goal Nickname

Measurale Goal tatement (mart Goal)

more.
Out of chool

At least ___% of students will have zero out-of-school

uspensions

suspensions (100% of K-2 will have zero-out-of-school
suspensions).

Action tep

Anticipated
tart/Completion

Lead
Person/Position

Materials/Resources/upports
Needed

stalish clear roles and
responsiilities for

09/01/2020 06/30/2021

Principal and
Climate

deploment plan

oversight and

Manager

implementation of
identified approach
Train teachers in their

09/01/2020 -

Climate

role in identified
approach

06/30/2021

Manager and
TP Team

Progress monitor all

09/01/2020 -

Climate

students receiving CICO

06/30/2021

Manager and

schedule

checklist

Counselor

Anticipated Outcome
tudents are working independentl without incident e.g. walking out of class, disrupting
other students from working, leaving their seats and roving the class without permission, etc.
Monitoring/valuation
We will work with our PI coach and PO person to ensure that the actions steps are
implemented with delit.

vidence-ased trateg
Common Planning Time
Measurale Goals
Goal Nickname

Measurale Goal tatement (mart Goal)

Goal Nickname

Measurale Goal tatement (mart Goal)

LA-Aimswe

At least ___% of [insert sugroup for TI, ATI] students in
grades K-3 will score at target  pring AIMswe Plus, as
evidenced  the grade level composite score.

MATH - TAR

At least ___% of [insert ATI or TI sugroup] in grades 4-8 will
score at Proficient or Advanced on the Math PA (includes
PAA). (use TAR to monitor).

MATH - Aimswe

No more than ___% of 3rd students will score at elow asic on
the Math PA (includes PAA). (use AIMswe Plus to monitor)

LA - PA

At least ____% of students in grades 4-8 will score at Proficient
or Advanced on the LA PA (includes PAA). (use TAR to
monitor).

Anticipated

Lead

Materials/Resources/upports

tart/Completion

Person/Position

Needed

Determine

09/01/2020 -

Principal

Roles and expectations

roles/expectations for

06/30/2021

Action tep

outline

instructional coaching
Identif CPT groupings

09/01/2020 -

Principal,

06/30/2021

Teacher

checklist/schedule

Leader, L,
TTL
Determine and align CPT
protocols and practices to

09/01/2020 06/30/2021

Principal,
Teacher

schoolwide expectations

Leader, L,

and goals (protocols for

TTL

Protocols

analzing assessment
data to inform instruction,
student work analsis)
Determine how data from

09/01/2020 -

Teacher

adaptive interventions

06/30/2021

Leader, TTL

Plan for monitoring

09/01/2020 -

Principal,

implementation of CPT

06/30/2021

Teacher

Intervention data

will help guide
conversations during CPT
and inform student tasks
none

Action tep

Anticipated

Lead

Materials/Resources/upports

tart/Completion

Person/Position

Needed

norms and expectations

Leader, L,
TTL

Plan for monitoring

09/01/2020 -

Principal,

application of
professional learning

06/30/2021

Teacher
Leader, L

PD Plan

from CPTs to teacher
practice (Oservation &
Feedack)

Anticipated Outcome
tudents are working independentl without incident e.g. walking out of class, disrupting
other students from working, leaving their seats and roving the class without permission, etc.
Monitoring/valuation
We will work with our PO person to ensure that the actions steps are implemented with
delit.

vidence-ased trateg
mall group instruction
Measurale Goals
Goal Nickname

Measurale Goal tatement (mart Goal)

LA-Aimswe

At least ___% of [insert sugroup for TI, ATI] students in
grades K-3 will score at target  pring AIMswe Plus, as
evidenced  the grade level composite score.

MATH - TAR

At least ___% of [insert ATI or TI sugroup] in grades 4-8 will
score at Proficient or Advanced on the Math PA (includes
PAA). (use TAR to monitor).

MATH - Aimswe

No more than ___% of 3rd students will score at elow asic on
the Math PA (includes PAA). (use AIMswe Plus to monitor)

LA - PA

At least ____% of students in grades 4-8 will score at Proficient
or Advanced on the LA PA (includes PAA). (use TAR to

Goal Nickname

Measurale Goal tatement (mart Goal)

monitor).

Anticipated

Lead

Materials/Resources/upports

tart/Completion

Person/Position

Needed

Identif strategies for

09/01/2020 -

Principal,

trategies from A

integrating student

06/30/2021

Teacher

Action tep

choice and student voice
during small group work

Leader, L,
TTL

Train teachers in

09/01/2020 -

Teacher

MT resources

identifing students for
small group instruction

06/30/2021

Leader, L

Train teachers in

09/01/2020 -

Teacher

estalishing routines for

06/30/2021

Leader, L

Train teachers in setting

09/01/2020 -

Teacher

upport from arl Literac

small group work that is
cognitivel challenging

06/30/2021

Leader, L

pecialist

Train teachers in

09/01/2020 -

Teacher

Resources from A

designing/emploing

06/30/2021

Leader, L

09/01/2020 06/30/2021

Principal,
Teacher

utilizing MT process
Teacher Leader PD

small groups

and appropriate for
cooperative learning

different questioning
strategies
et and follow plan for
monitoring consistent
implementation of

resources from teacher
effectiveness

Leader, L

instructional strategies
(Oservation & Feedack)

Anticipated Outcome
tudents are working independentl without incident e.g. walking out of class, disrupting
other students from working, leaving their seats and roving the class without permission, etc.
Monitoring/valuation

We will work with our PO person to ensure that the actions steps are implemented with
delit.

vidence-ased trateg
Teacher Questioning
Measurale Goals
Goal Nickname

Measurale Goal tatement (mart Goal)

LA-Aimswe

At least ___% of [insert sugroup for TI, ATI] students in
grades K-3 will score at target  pring AIMswe Plus, as
evidenced  the grade level composite score.

MATH - TAR

At least ___% of [insert ATI or TI sugroup] in grades 4-8 will
score at Proficient or Advanced on the Math PA (includes
PAA). (use TAR to monitor).

MATH - Aimswe

No more than ___% of 3rd students will score at elow asic on
the Math PA (includes PAA). (use AIMswe Plus to monitor)

LA - PA

At least ____% of students in grades 4-8 will score at Proficient
or Advanced on the LA PA (includes PAA). (use TAR to
monitor).

Anticipated

Lead

Materials/Resources/upports

tart/Completion

Person/Position

Needed

Train teachers in

09/01/2020 -

Teacher

Resources from DP

designing/emploing

06/30/2021

Leader, L

curriculum and A

Develop and ask

09/01/2020 -

Teachers

Resources from DP

questions at varing
levels of cognitive

06/30/2021

Action tep

different questioning
strategies

curriculum and A

demand for different
purposes
et and follow plan for

09/01/2020 -

Principal,

Checklist and oservation

monitoring consistent
implementation of

06/30/2021

Teacher
Leader, L

schedule

Action tep

Anticipated

Lead

Materials/Resources/upports

tart/Completion

Person/Position

Needed

instructional strategies
(Oservation & Feedack)

Anticipated Outcome
tudents are working independentl without incident e.g. walking out of class, disrupting
other students from working, leaving their seats and roving the class without permission, etc.
Monitoring/valuation
We will work with our PO person to ensure that the actions steps are implemented with
delit.

vidence-ased trateg
Math & LA Intervention - IRead
Measurale Goals
Goal Nickname

Measurale Goal tatement (mart Goal)

LA-Aimswe

At least ___% of [insert sugroup for TI, ATI] students in
grades K-3 will score at target  pring AIMswe Plus, as
evidenced  the grade level composite score.

MATH - TAR

At least ___% of [insert ATI or TI sugroup] in grades 4-8 will
score at Proficient or Advanced on the Math PA (includes
PAA). (use TAR to monitor).

MATH - Aimswe

No more than ___% of 3rd students will score at elow asic on
the Math PA (includes PAA). (use AIMswe Plus to monitor)

LA - PA

At least ____% of students in grades 4-8 will score at Proficient
or Advanced on the LA PA (includes PAA). (use TAR to
monitor).

Action tep

Anticipated
tart/Completion

Lead
Person/Position

Materials/Resources/upports
Needed

Determine Chromeook

09/01/2020 -

TTL

Chromeook distriution

Action tep

Anticipated
tart/Completion

access and technolog

06/30/2021

Lead
Person/Position

Materials/Resources/upports
Needed

spreadsheet

resources availale in the
uilding when we come
ack to school
et norms for the

09/01/2020 -

appropriate use of
adaptive interventions

06/30/2021

TTL

student contract on
permissile use of
technolog

(including frequenc and
duration)
For interventions that

09/01/2020 -

TTL, Teacher

Intervention support

appl to more than 40%
of students, set norms for

06/30/2021

Leader

classroom resources

09/01/2020 06/30/2021

TTL, Teacher
Leader

PVAA data

09/01/2020 06/30/2021

TTL, Principal

none

Train teachers in how to
implement these
interventions

09/01/2020 06/30/2021

TTL, Teacher
Leader

Intervention resource
manuals

et and follow plan for
monitoring students'

09/01/2020 06/30/2021

TTL, Teacher
Leader

checklist

lended learning (e.g.,
station rotations) or
online learning (e.g., in
the event of school
closures or to engage
students at home)
Identif students for
interventions or online
learning ( PVAA data
can help with this)
et schedule for use of
adaptive interventions in
school (follow the
guidelines for how long
students should use the
intervention each week
for implementation
fidelit)

progress as the utilize

Action tep

Anticipated
tart/Completion

Lead
Person/Position

Materials/Resources/upports
Needed

-

TTL

none

interventions
et plan for leveraging
computer-assisted
instruction, Google
classroom, etc for
students in need of
additional supports

Anticipated Outcome
tudents are working independentl without incident e.g. walking out of class, disrupting
other students from working, leaving their seats and roving the class without permission, etc.
Monitoring/valuation
We will work with our PO person to ensure that the actions steps are implemented with
delit.

PROFIONAL DVLOPMNT TP AND TIMLIN:
Measurale Goals

At least ___% of students will attend
school 95% of das or more. (95%
Attendance)
At least ___% of students will have zero
out-of-school suspensions (100% of K-2
will have zero-out-of-school
suspensions). (Out of chool
uspensions)

Action Plan
Name

Professional
Development tep

Anticipated
Timeline

Positive
ehavioral

Train all staff and
students on PI

09/01/2020
-

Interventions
and upports
(PI)

06/30/2021

PROFIONAL DVLOPMNT TP AND TIMLIN:
Measurale Goals

Action Plan
Name

Professional
Development tep

Anticipated
Timeline

At least ___% of students will attend

CICO

Train teachers in
their role in

09/01/2020
-

identified
approach

06/30/2021

school 95% of das or more. (95%
Attendance)
At least ___% of students will have zero
out-of-school suspensions (100% of K-2
will have zero-out-of-school suspensions).
(Out of chool uspensions)

PROFIONAL DVLOPMNT TP AND TIMLIN:
Measurale Goals

Action Plan
Name

Professional
Development tep

Anticipated
Timeline

At least ___% of [insert sugroup for TI,

Common

Determine how

09/01/2020

ATI] students in grades K-3 will score at

Planning
Time

data from adaptive
interventions will

06/30/2021

target  pring AIMswe Plus, as
evidenced  the grade level composite
score. (LA-Aimswe)
At least ___% of [insert ATI or TI
sugroup] in grades 4-8 will score at
Proficient or Advanced on the Math PA
(includes PAA). (use TAR to monitor).
(MATH - TAR)
No more than ___% of 3rd students will
score at elow asic on the Math PA
(includes PAA). (use AIMswe Plus to
monitor) (MATH - Aimswe)
At least ____% of students in grades 4-8
will score at Proficient or Advanced on the
LA PA (includes PAA). (use TAR to
monitor). (LA - PA)

help guide
conversations
during CPT and
inform student
tasks

PROFIONAL DVLOPMNT TP AND TIMLIN:
Action Plan
Name

Professional
Development tep

Anticipated
Timeline

ATI] students in grades K-3 will score at

mall
group

Train teachers in
identifing

09/01/2020
-

target  pring AIMswe Plus, as

instruction

students for small
group instruction
utilizing MT

06/30/2021

Measurale Goals

At least ___% of [insert sugroup for TI,

evidenced  the grade level composite
score. (LA-Aimswe)
At least ___% of [insert ATI or TI
sugroup] in grades 4-8 will score at
Proficient or Advanced on the Math PA
(includes PAA). (use TAR to monitor).
(MATH - TAR)
No more than ___% of 3rd students will
score at elow asic on the Math PA
(includes PAA). (use AIMswe Plus to
monitor) (MATH - Aimswe)
At least ____% of students in grades 4-8
will score at Proficient or Advanced on the
LA PA (includes PAA). (use TAR to
monitor). (LA - PA)

process

PROFIONAL DVLOPMNT TP AND TIMLIN:
Measurale Goals

Action Plan
Name

Professional
Development tep

Anticipated
Timeline

At least ___% of [insert sugroup for TI,

mall

Train teachers in

09/01/2020

ATI] students in grades K-3 will score at

group
instruction

estalishing
routines for small

06/30/2021

target  pring AIMswe Plus, as
evidenced  the grade level composite
score. (LA-Aimswe)
At least ___% of [insert ATI or TI
sugroup] in grades 4-8 will score at
Proficient or Advanced on the Math PA
(includes PAA). (use TAR to monitor).
(MATH - TAR)
No more than ___% of 3rd students will
score at elow asic on the Math PA
(includes PAA). (use AIMswe Plus to
monitor) (MATH - Aimswe)
At least ____% of students in grades 4-8
will score at Proficient or Advanced on the
LA PA (includes PAA). (use TAR to
monitor). (LA - PA)

groups

PROFIONAL DVLOPMNT TP AND TIMLIN:
Measurale Goals

Action Plan
Name

Professional
Development tep

Anticipated
Timeline

At least ___% of [insert sugroup for TI,

mall

Train teachers in

09/01/2020

ATI] students in grades K-3 will score at

group

setting small

-

target  pring AIMswe Plus, as

instruction

group work that is

06/30/2021

evidenced  the grade level composite

cognitivel

score. (LA-Aimswe)

challenging and
appropriate for

At least ___% of [insert ATI or TI
sugroup] in grades 4-8 will score at
Proficient or Advanced on the Math PA
(includes PAA). (use TAR to monitor).
(MATH - TAR)
No more than ___% of 3rd students will
score at elow asic on the Math PA
(includes PAA). (use AIMswe Plus to
monitor) (MATH - Aimswe)
At least ____% of students in grades 4-8
will score at Proficient or Advanced on the
LA PA (includes PAA). (use TAR to
monitor). (LA - PA)

cooperative
learning

PROFIONAL DVLOPMNT TP AND TIMLIN:
Action Plan
Name

Professional
Development tep

Anticipated
Timeline

TI, ATI] students in grades K-3 will

mall
group

Train teachers in
designing/emploing

09/01/2020
-

score at target  pring AIMswe Plus,

instruction

different questioning
strategies

06/30/2021

Measurale Goals

At least ___% of [insert sugroup for

as evidenced  the grade level
composite score. (LA-Aimswe)
At least ___% of [insert ATI or TI
sugroup] in grades 4-8 will score at
Proficient or Advanced on the Math
PA (includes PAA). (use TAR to
monitor). (MATH - TAR)
No more than ___% of 3rd students will
score at elow asic on the Math PA
(includes PAA). (use AIMswe Plus to
monitor) (MATH - Aimswe)
At least ____% of students in grades 48 will score at Proficient or Advanced
on the LA PA (includes PAA). (use
TAR to monitor). (LA - PA)

PROFIONAL DVLOPMNT TP AND TIMLIN:
Measurale Goals

Action Plan
Name

Professional
Development tep

Anticipated
Timeline

At least ___% of [insert sugroup for

Teacher

Train teachers in

09/01/2020

TI, ATI] students in grades K-3 will

Questioning

designing/emploing
different questioning
strategies

06/30/2021

score at target  pring AIMswe
Plus, as evidenced  the grade level
composite score. (LA-Aimswe)
At least ___% of [insert ATI or TI
sugroup] in grades 4-8 will score at
Proficient or Advanced on the Math
PA (includes PAA). (use TAR to
monitor). (MATH - TAR)
No more than ___% of 3rd students
will score at elow asic on the Math
PA (includes PAA). (use AIMswe
Plus to monitor) (MATH - Aimswe)
At least ____% of students in grades 48 will score at Proficient or Advanced
on the LA PA (includes PAA). (use
TAR to monitor). (LA - PA)

